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Two new subclasses of uniformly convex and uniformly close-to-convex functions
are introduced. We obtain inclusion relationships and coefficient bounds for these
classes.
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1. The class UCC(α). Denote by S the family consisting of functions

f(z)= z+
∞∑
n=2

anzn (1.1)

that are analytic and univalent in ∆ = {z : |z| < 1} and by C , S∗, and K the

subfamilies of functions that are, respectively, convex, starlike, and close to

convex in ∆. Noor and Thomas [7] introduced the class of functions known as

quasiconvex functions. A normalized function of the form (1.1) is said to be

quasiconvex in ∆ if there exists a convex function g with g(0) = 0, g′(0) = 1

such that for z ∈∆,

Re

(
zf ′(z)

)′
g′(z)

> 0. (1.2)

LetQ denote the class of quasiconvex functions defined in∆. It was shown that

Q ≺ K, where ≺ denotes subordination, so that every quasiconvex function

is close to convex. Goodman [2, 3] introduced the classes UCV and UST of

uniformly convex and uniformly starlike functions. In [10], Rønning defined the

class UCV(α), −1≤α< 1, consisting of functions of the form (1.1) satisfying

Re
(

1+ zf
′′(z)

f ′(z)

)
−α≥

∣∣∣∣zf ′′(z)f ′(z)

∣∣∣∣, z ∈∆. (1.3)

Geometrically, UCV(α) is the family of functions f for which 1+zf ′′(z)/f ′(z)
takes values that lie inside the parabola Ω = {ω : Re(ω−α) > |ω−1|}, which

is symmetric about the real axis and whose vertex is w = (1+α)/2.
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Since the function

qα(z)= 1+ 2(1−α)
π2

(
log

1+√z
1−√z

)2

(1.4)

maps ∆ onto this parabolic region, f ∈ UCV(α) if and only if

1+ zf
′′(z)

f ′(z)
≺ qα(z). (1.5)

Rønning [10] also defined the family Sp(α) consisting of functions zf ′(z)
when f is in UCV(α). In particular, f is in Sp(α) if and only if zf ′(z)/f(z)≺
qα(z).

Note for g(z) = zf ′(z)/f(z) that g(z)+zg′(z)/g(z) = 1+zf ′′(z)/f ′(z),
and hence a result of Miller and Mocanu [6] shows that UCV(α)⊂ Sp(α).

Kumar and Ramesha [4] investigated the class UCC of uniformly close-to-

convex functions consisting of normalized functions of the form (1.1) satisfy-

ing f ′(z)/g′(z)≺ q0(z), where g(z)∈ C and q0(z) is given by (1.4) for α= 0.

More generally, we give the following definition.

Definition 1.1. A function f is said to be uniformly close to convex of

order α, −1≤α< 1, denoted by UCC(α), if f ′(z)/g′(z)≺ qα(z), where qα(z)
is as defined by (1.4) and g(z) is convex.

Since Reqα(z) > 0, we see that UCC(α) is a subclass ofK. To see that UCC(α)
also contains the family Sp(α), we note for f ∈ Sp(α)⊂ S∗ that f(z)= zg′(z)
for some g ∈ C . Hence, zf ′(z)/f(z)= f ′(z)/g′(z)≺ qα(z).

We have thus proved the following inclusion chain.

Theorem 1.2. For −1≤α< 1, UCV(α)≺ Sp(α)≺ UCC(α)≺K.

We next give a sufficient condition for a function to be in UCC(α).

Theorem 1.3. If
∑∞
n=2n|an| ≤ (1−α)/2, then f(z) = z+∑∞

n=2anzn is in

UCC(α), −1≤α< 1.

Proof. Setting g(z)= z, we have f ′(z)/g′(z)= f ′(z)= 1+∑∞
n=2nanzn−1,

so that for z ∈∆,

∣∣∣∣f ′(z)g′(z)
−1

∣∣∣∣<
∞∑
n=2

n
∣∣an∣∣≤ 1−

∞∑
n=2

n
∣∣an∣∣−α≤ Ref ′(z)−α. (1.6)

Thus f ′(z)/g′(z) lies in the parabolic region Ω = {ω : |ω−1| < Re(ω−α)}.
That is, f ′(z)/g′(z)≺ qα(z), where qα(z) is as defined by (1.4).
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2. A convolution relation. We now prove a convolution result for the family

UCC(α). But first we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1 (see [8]). Letφ(z)∈ C ,ψ∈ S∗. If F(z) is analytic and Re{F(z)}>
α, −1≤α< 1, then

Re
{
φ∗Fψ
φ∗ψ

}
>α, z ∈∆. (2.1)

The above result was proved in [11] for the case α= 0.

Theorem 2.2. If f ∈ UCC(α), then to each g ∈ S∗, an h∈ S∗ may be asso-

ciated for which Re(f ∗g)/h > (1+α)/2, z ∈∆.

Proof. If f ∈ UCC(α), then f ′(z)/g′1(z) ≺ qα(z), where g1(z) ∈ C and

qα(z) is defined by (1.4). Hence, Re(f ′(z)/g′1(z)) > (1+α)/2. Therefore, we

can find an ψ∈ S∗ for which

Re
zf ′(z)
ψ(z)

>
1+α

2
. (2.2)

Set F(z)= zf ′(z)/ψ(z). Then, for g ∈ S∗, there corresponds aφ∈ C such that

zφ′ = g. Also f ∗g = zf ′ ∗φ=φ∗Fψ and h=φ∗ψ∈ S∗. By Lemma 2.1,

Re
Φ∗FΨ
Φ∗Ψ = Re

f ∗g
h

>
1+α

2
, (2.3)

and this proves the result.

3. Coefficient estimates. We need the following result by Rogosinski [9] to

obtain coefficient bounds for the class UCC(α).

Lemma 3.1. Leth(z)= 1+∑∞
k=1 ckzk be subordinate toH(z)= 1+∑∞

k=1Ckzk.
If H(z) is univalent in ∆ and H(∆) is convex, then |cn| ≤ |C1|.
Theorem 3.2. If f(z)= z+∑∞

n=2anzn ∈ UCC(α), then

∣∣an∣∣≤ (n−1)c+1, n≥ 2, (3.1)

where c = 4(1−α)/π2.

Proof. Set

Φ(z)= f
′(z)
g′(z)

= 1+
∞∑
k=1

ckzk (3.2)

so that Φ(z)≺ qα(z), where qα(z) is defined in (1.4).
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Since qα(z) is univalent and maps ∆ onto a convex region, we may apply

Lemma 3.1.

Now

qα(z)= 1+ 8(1−α)
π2

z+··· , so that
∣∣cn∣∣≤ 8(1−α)

π2
. (3.3)

With g(z)= z+∑∞
k=2bkzk, we compare the coefficients of zn for the expansion

of φ(z) to obtain

(n+1)
∣∣an+1

∣∣= cn+
n−1∑
k=1

(k+1)bk+1cn−k+(n+1)bn+1. (3.4)

Since g(z) is convex, it is well known that |bn| ≤ 1, n= 1,2, . . . . From (3.4), we

get

(n+1)
∣∣an+1

∣∣≤ cn(n+1)+(n+1), (3.5)

and the proof is complete.

4. The class UQC(α). We now introduce a natural analogue to the class

UCV(α) in terms of Alexander’s result on convex functions [1, page 43].

Definition 4.1. A normalized function of the form (1.1) is said to be uni-

formly quasiconvex of order α, −1≤α< 1, in ∆, denoted by UQC(α), if there

exists a convex function g(z) with g(0)= 0, g′(0)= 1, such that

(
zf ′(z)

)′
g′(z)

≺ qα(z), (4.1)

where qα(z) is as defined by (1.4).

Remark 4.2. (1) By setting f(z)= g(z), we see that UCV(α)⊂ UQC(α).
(2) We see that f ∈ UQC(α) if and only if zf ′ ∈ UCC(α).

In view of the above remark, we obtain from Theorem 1.3 a sufficient coef-

ficient bound for inclusion in the family UQC(α).

Theorem 4.3. If
∑∞
n=2n2|an| ≤ (1−α)/2, then f(z) = z+∑∞

n=2anzn ∈
UQC(α).

We next prove a theorem which shows that every function in UQC(α) is close

to convex and hence univalent. We need a result due to Miller and Mocanu [5].

Lemma 4.4. LetM(z) andN(z) be regular in∆withM(z)=N(z)= 0 and let

α be real. If N(z)maps ∆ onto a possibly many-sheeted region which is starlike

with respect to the origin, then for z ∈∆,

Re
M′(z)
N′(z)

> α �⇒ Re
M(z)
N(z)

> α. (4.2)
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Theorem 4.5. If F(z) ∈ UQC(α), then F(z) ∈ K and hence it is univalent

in ∆.

Proof. Since(
zf ′(z)

)′
g′(z)

≺ qα(z) �⇒ Re
{(
zf ′(z)

)′
g′(z)

}
>

1+α
2
, (4.3)

an application of Lemma 4.4, with M(z) = zf ′(z), N(z) = g(z), proves the

result.

Theorem 4.6. If f(z)∈ UQC(α), then H(z)= ∫ z0 (tf ′(t))′dt is in UCC(α).

Proof. If f(z) ∈ UQC(α), then there exists a function g(z) ∈ C such that

(zf ′(z))′/g′(z) ≺ qα(z), where qα(z) is as given by (1.4). The result now fol-

lows on observing that H′(z)= (zf ′(z))′.
We close with coefficient estimates for the class UQC(α).

Theorem 4.7. If f(z)= z+∑∞
n=2anzn ∈ UQC(α), then

∣∣an∣∣≤ (n−1)c+1
n

, n≥ 2, (4.4)

where c = 4(1−α)/π2.

Proof. Proceeding on the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we

obtain the result.

Remark 4.8. When α = 0, UQC(0) =Q [6] and we see that the bounds are

lower than the corresponding bounds for Q in [6].
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